PACKAGING ALTERNATIVES
This week’s insights were collected Friday, March 19 – Monday, March 22 among a general
population of n=300 U.S. consumers age 21+.

Consumers are trying to reduce plastics and are open to alternatives
Three-in-four Americans are trying to reduce their consumption of plastics, mostly by
using their own bags when shopping and limiting single use plastic bottle purchases.
Paper packaging is an acceptable option to plastics and nearly half are open to home
delivery in reusable packaging. Packaging alternatives to plastics should be
recyclable, reasonably priced and reusable. Consumers expect that brands and
packaging companies share the expense of alternatives to plastic packaging.

Personally trying to reduce purchase & use of
products sold in plastic packaging
Using your own bags at the grocery stores

55

Purchasing fewer single use plastic bottle
beverages

51

Choosing brands/products offered in cans/
glass bottles over plastic when available

41

Choosing brands/products offered in
cardboard boxes over plastic when available

38

Plastic bottles made from recycled plastic

75

Paper packaging (no plastic)

73

Paper boxes containing detergent cleaning pods for laundry or dishwasher

68

Reusable containers for laundry detergent/dish soap/other cleaners using refill stations at participating retailers

62

Aluminum Soap bottle. Refills would be sold in pouches made of less plastic, and the pouch can be recycled

58
Thinner plastic/bottles

56
Liquids offered in a plastic bag in a cardboard box with a plastic spigot to dispense the liquid

52
Home delivery of products in glass and metal packaging that is picked up, cleaned, refilled, and distributed again
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Q1 Are you personally trying to reduce your purchase & use of products sold in plastic packaging (including products sold in shrink wrap, plastic
bottles, plastic bowls, individually wrapped items, etc.)?
Q2 In which of the following ways are you reducing your plastic?
Q3 For the following, please indicate the top 3 most important to you when considering plastic packaging.
Q4 How likely would you be to purchase products with the following packaging alternatives that reduce or eliminate plastic in the packaging?
Q5 There is an added costs to many of the packaging alternatives to plastics. Who do you think should absorb extra expense of these alternatives
to plastic packages?
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